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Kyurinaga's Revenge is a 2D-based game with lots of platforming, action and puzzles. Battle alongside our two heroes: The
samurai Kaoru Tamanegi and the street fighter Broccoli Joe all across the Feudal Japan in their new adventure!

You can switch between characters at any point but bear in mind that, even if you are a lone wolf, you'll still need to combine
both heroes in order to overcome all the enemies and puzzles that Kyurinaga is going to throw at you. Or you can also partner up

with a friend and bring the Shogunate down in our co-op mode.
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Title: Kyurinaga's Revenge
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Recotechnology S.L.
Publisher:
Recotechnology S.L.
Release Date: 25 Oct, 2016
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Short Review:
Pacing of the game is messed up by mechanics of the game

https:\/\/youtu.be\/OZjEJHkq31w

Long Review:
Game is based around 2 characters:
Onion \u2013 who can push crates, and place bombs
Broccoli \u2013 who can throw knives to solve puzzles

Platforming parts of the game provide a nice challenge, also have coins to collect, time collection puzzles, and hidden secrets.
Coins you need to collect all to unlock lore also secrets, blue time coins give lives.

Graphics and animations in the game work on a simple level there is nothing world changing here. I found the jumping
animation to take too long for the level of response the game gives you. This messes with the pacing of the game and the layout
of the levels are set with intense moments always followed by boring one, bottlenecking you in parts of the game and switching
you off inbetween makes for a horrid mix.

The puzzles in the game are as simple as puzzles can be the 3 you will find are: Hit targets in orders, push a crate, and shoot a
rope. This simple level of puzzles contradicts the difficulty in the game and adds another level of boredom and the secret to
doing most of them is patients again messing with pacing.

Game offers bosses which give you a different challenge to the levels, but each boss as a random aspect built in and the
extremes that can be achieved are ridiculous offering you a challenge of just standing still to having to jump like a mad man in
the same parts of the game. The mini game is based around a QTE system off hitting buttons at the right time, but an added
extra spin of having to switch between characters give this part of the game substance and I found enjoyable.

A lot of saves for some reason have extra lifes just after them, offering no challenge as you can just keep collecting more and
more lives.. Short Review:
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